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Invitation  

first international roundtable of RENOINVEST project 

Sustainable renovation of buildings with the focus on one-stop-shop 

18 April 2024, hybrid mode (in person & online) in English only 

Gornja Radgona, Slovenia 

Dear Expert,  

 

We are pleased to invite you to the first international roundtable and study tour of Renoinvest 

project on “Sustainable renovation of buildings with the focus on one-stop-shop” organised on 

the 18th of April 2024 at the MEGRA FAIR (Hall2) in Gornja Radgona, Slovenia.  

The annual energy renovation rate of residential and non-residential buildings should at least 

double the by 2030 and deep energy renovations should be fostered. To accelerate the transition 

to a clean energy system, there is a need to further unlock private financing, in particular for 

sustainable energy investments.  

The event would like to assess the existing barriers and find possible solutions by sharing expert 

knowledge and cross-border experience. For building owners energy efficient renovation of 

their buildings requires huge investments due to its long lasting and complicated nature. The 

one-stop-shop represents a holistic and streamlined solution to accelerate the adoption of 

sustainable practices. This innovative concept not only enhances the efficiency of the renovation 

process but also contributes to overcoming financial barriers, making sustainable renovations 

more accessible to a broader range of homeowners. Embracing the one-stop-shop approach is 

crucial in driving the transition towards energy-efficiency. 

The roundtable promises to be a dynamic forum where building industry representatives and 

financial experts from Austria, Hungary and Slovenia will share insights, best practices, and 

innovative solutions to address the challenges of building renovation. 

The official language of the event is English, which can be followed online as well. Please register 

here. 

As we strive to foster collaboration and knowledge exchange, the event will feature engaging 

panel discussions and networking opportunities. We look forward to your participation in this 

significant event, where together, we can pave the way for a more sustainable and energy-

efficient future. 

The Renoinvest team 

https://forms.office.com/pages/responsepage.aspx?id=eqltCn4R00KTqiKtcttsU3FnsoyRh1BMs22oJ_E4UPdUQUJWWjU4MUhHVUtLOEtPV1BDQlBGRkoxOC4u
https://www.archenerg.eu/en/renoinvest
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AGENDA / 18th APRIL, 2024 

9:00-11:30 Visit of the Fair  

Meeting with Slovenian and international stakeholders 

11:30-12:00 Registration with coffee 

12:00-12:10  Welcome 

Lajos Vass, Director of development, ÉMI Non-profit Llc., Hungary 

12:10-12:25 

 

RENOINVEST project introduction 

Dorottya Hujber, coordinator, ÉMI Non-profit Llc., Hungary 

12:25-12:55 

 

The Energy Efficient Mortgage Initiative of the European Mortgage 
Federation and its implementation in Hungary 

Gyula Nagy, CEO of MBH Mortgage Bank, Hungary   

12:55-13:10 
 

Adaptation of the one-stop-shop in Hungary 

Károly Oelberg, AACM Central Europe Llc, Hungary 

13:10-13:25 

 

One-stop-shop approach in Austria, RenoBooster  

Ulla Unzeitig, Renowave.at, Austria 

13:25-13:40 

 

One-stop-shop in Slovenia and ECO FUND: financial mechanisms for 
renovation of buildings 

Ivan Kenda, Eco fund, Slovenia  

13:40-14:10 Coffee break with snacks 

14:10- 14:50 

 

First results of Renoinvest and key identified issues hindering 
sustainable renovation of buildings with the focus on one-stop-shop  

Sabina Jordan (ZAG), Ildikó Raj (Archenerg Cluster), Susanne 
Formanek (Renowave.at) 

14:50-15:50 

 

International roundtable on energy efficiency financing 

Discussion with invited guests, partners and public  

o Ulla Unzeitig, Renowave.at, Austria  
o Károly Oelberg, AACM Central Europe Llc, Hungary  
o Gyula Nagy, CEO of MBH Mortgage Bank, Hungary   
o Ivan Kenda, Eco fund, Slovenia  
o Niko Natek, KSSENA, Slovenia  

Moderated by Wolfgang Amann (IIBW) 

15:50-16:00 Wrap up and conclusions 

16:00-18:00 Study visit  
An ancient street in Gornji Radgona as a unique hotel   

* We reserve the right to modify the program 

http://www.emi.hu/EMI/web.nsf/Pub/index.html
http://www.emi.hu/EMI/web.nsf/Pub/index.html
https://www.mbhmortgagebank.hu/
https://www.aacm.hu/
https://www.renowave.at/en/
https://www.ekosklad.si/english
https://www.zag.si/en/
https://www.archenerg.eu/
https://www.renowave.at/en/
https://www.renowave.at/en/
https://www.aacm.hu/
https://www.mbhmortgagebank.hu/
https://www.ekosklad.si/english
http://www.kssena.si/en/
https://www.iibw.at/en/
https://www.delo.si/magazin/zanimivosti/zeleli-so-kupiti-hiso-potem-pa-so-celo-ulico/
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RENOINVEST PROJECT 
 

The project intends to reflect cross-border challenges and opportunities for sustainable building 

renovation in the private and public sectors. The main aim of the project is to develop action 

plans on smart investments in sustainable renovation of buildings for 2025-2030 for Austria, 

Hungary and Slovenia by establishing three national roundtables building on the activities of 

the Sustainable Energy Investment Forums.  

RENOINVEST provides a platform for open dialogue involving key financial, private and public 

experts through the green finance thematic working group activities to identify barriers to the 

upscaling of long-term financing instruments and propose improvements to support the 

development of large-scale investment programmes in existing private and public buildings. 

Three national policy briefs and a cross-border recommendation package will also be delivered. 

Assessing the implementation of the Long-term building renovation strategies and documents 

and reviewing existing financial solutions and market conditions for stimulating financing of 

energy efficiency improvement of the existing building stock is an important starting point of the 

project.  

Sharing knowledge among project partners, experts, national stakeholders and similar EU 

projects three international cross-border exchange events with site-visits will be organized in 

order to showcase collected 50+ good practices and elaborate six case studies to foster the roll 

out of smart financing possibilities. 

The added value of RENOINVEST is that the consortium is providing specific technical and 

financial knowledge by engaging key actors representing legislative advisory organizations, 

research institutes, large engineering manufacturers, SMEs and financial experts in three CE 

countries fostering sustainable investments. The project is carried out under the leadership of 

ÉMI Non-Profit Llc. for Quality Control and Innovation in Building, with the collaboration of 

SolarTech-Investment Ltd (Archenerg Cluster) from Hungary, the Slovenian National Building 

and Civil Engineering Institute (ZAG), the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Slovenia (GZS), 

the RENOWAVE.AT Innovation Lab for climate neutral renovation, and the Real Estate, 

Construction and Housing Institute (IIBW) from Austria. 

The RENOINVEST project is co-funded by the European Union under the LIFE programme. 


